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Driving passive-rnatrix LCDs with low hardware complexity and reduced supply 
voltage 

K. G .  Pnnihmnr Mann - In passive-matrix liquid-cvpfal display5 ILCDsI, multiplexing I$ achieved by "ring the 

T. N. Ruchnongnthsn mrrimic m- i imar  characterirticr d the liquid-crystal marerial. If the elmm-opic rhuaowivir  is 

steeper than necessary for the matrixdirplay, therelmion ratio need n a  bemaximized. Instead. the 
selection ratio can be reduced lo match the elecvrropic chanaerirlicr of the display Thcr leads to 
a redunion in thesupply voltageof thedriveel~tronicr. We haw mnrideredtheporribility of "ring 

I techniqur with low hardware complexity along with display5 having sleep e l m r o q ~ i c  
rharaartost L,. S~ppl) rol!.ge.l 1- thew wcnn qres are run,pa,w roll, lnrlol m. I -lane aaora l  ng 
,M& T h c ~ ~ p p )  ~ ~ l u p r  olihc nyorlu ~dd l r rung  Tech" q ~ e  wA11. Imporeo k p r  o Aonons ng 
Tc~hn8~.rSJ . HA1.83.. and lmprv.rd Hlbr.d AUucnr ng Lcnnqde-ln .lhA1-84 ale o*er than 

that of MLAfor the lower rangeof N There hybrid addrsring technique3 with lower hardware com- 
plexity are a better choice for driving paslive-matrix LCDr, erpcially in pomble equipment. 

K ~ ~ W O ~ ~ S  - Parrivpmatrix LCD& addrerrig technique, multi-line addressing. hybrid addressing 
rupply uo1tage. 

1 Background 
The intrinsic non-linearity of the electro-optic effect is TIO~ 
exploited to drive passive-matrix liquid-crystal displays 
(LCDs). Dunng the last few deader ,  the addressing tech- 
niques for passive-matrix LCDr were optimized to achieve 
the m;uimum selection ratio. Selection ratio (SR) Is defined 6 
as the ratio of the RMS voltage across an ON pixel (V,) to 
that of OFF pixel (Vof). Passive-matrix LCDr have been 
replaced by active-matrix LCDr in high-information- 
content applications requiring a large matrix sire. Passive- 
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matrix supertwisted nematic (STN) displays are now being 
used in mobile telephoner, persons1 digital assistants 
(PDAr), and other medium- and low-information displays. 
In these applications. the matrix size is moderate and the To 
electro-optic chnmcteristics can he sharper than necessary. 
Supply voltnge is another important parameter to be consid- 
ered while using LCDr in portable devices. Several address- 

TABLE 1 -Column voltages lor the various hybrid addrerring 
,echniquer. 
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FIGURE 1 - Elecrrwpic charactennicr curve IV, > V.1 

ing techniques with low ru ply voltage have been proposed 
in the past (HAT.' IHATFIHAT-S3, and IHAT-S~~) .  The 
rupply voltage of nn addressing technique in determined by 
the maximum swing in the addressing waveforms. Supply 
voltage is a minimum when the maximum wings in the row 
end column waveforms are equal. Supply voltage is a mini- 
mum for the case of the Improved Hybrid AddresringTech- 
nique ( IHAT)~  as well as Multi-Line Addressing 
when s = NUP. Here, N is the total number of liner being 
scanned inn matrix LCD and s is the number of rows in the 
subgmupr. The supply-voltage requirement can he further 
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